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THE GREAT QUEST: PART 1

It’s so 
cool!!!

A whole planet  
to explore!  

All to ourselves!

And Henry 
isn’t here to 

tell me to do my 
homework!

I can  
do whatever 

I want!
Come on,  

Byzantine,   

we’re going  
exploring!

Woo-hoo!
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I’m bo-o-o-red...

And no sign  
of Mini-Maple,  

Q or Uncle Plasma.  
They must be lost  

on one of those  
other planets.

If only  
there was a way  

to explore  
the rest of this 

 universe...

There’s  
nothing on this  
planet. It’s just  

rock... and  
ugly plants.

Hey!

Three hours later.

Look,  
Byzantine! A creature!

Let’s get it!!!
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Byzantine!   
How many times  
have I told you  
not to swallow  

people! 

Go on, spit it out.

Ptooey!

Hey,  
 I KNOW  

YOU !

Um...  
you do...

Sorry  
I ran away.  

I was a little  
afraid  

of...that.

I remember!  
You’re one of the  
coloured clones  
that were created  

when I went into  
Henry’s molecule  

separator.
Grrr.

That you fused  
with a prism.  
That’s right.

I’m  

Celesto.

Pleased  
to meet  

you! But... I don’t  
get it!  

How did you  
get here?!

It’s a  
long  

story...  
but if you  

want to hear it,  
I’ll tell you  

all ab-

!!!
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After you went  
into the molecule  

separator,  

five clones  
were created, Each  

one representing  
a part of you.

Mini-Jon?
Hee hee!    

Check out this  
giant worm!

Oh, um, sorry.  
Sometimes I have  

a hard time  
concentrating,  

but I’m listening.

Well, you see...

Henry was angry  
to see his lab destroyed  

yet again, but he thought  
we were interesting...

...and he decided  
to keep us in captivity  

for a few days  
to study us.

To study you  
and to find  

a way to bring  
me back!

That’s when he discovered  
that Luma, your yellow clone,  

was mainly made of liquid light,  
a substance he was familiar with,  

and that Maluce was made  
of mauve matter.

Um,  
yEah, that  

was probably  
it.

So he deduced that  
these two forms of matter  

were part of a whole of coloured 
elemental matter...
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